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For Torino Food policy is a new 
dimension

 “Food security (is ) a situation that exists when all people, at
all times, have phisical, social and economic access to 
sufficient, safe and nutritious food that meets their dietary
needs and food preferences for an active and healty life” 
(Amartya Sen, Nobel on Economy)

 To feed “Resilient” Cities/Metropolis

 From agricultural, environmental, market, urban planning, 
health policies to Food policies

 From Government to Governance (focus of dynamic
relationships between actors: producers, consumers, 
trade, civil society/stakeholders/lobbies, public 
authorities)



Why we are dealing with Food 
Policies?

 Because Food is a primary need of human being (the 
third one after air and water) essential for Life  

 Because the “access” to food is not only a question of 
quantity but of quality, not solved even in “rich and 
developped” countries (obesity/overweigth, diabetes, 
50% of diseases linked to the food diet and style, 
increasing poor people)

 Because it is an hidden cost for the Public Health 
budgets

 Because Public Authorities have a Moral Responsibility  to 
their citizens’ LIFE 

 Because, last but not least, IT IS A QUESTION OF FOOD 
DEMOCRACY and food justice, THEN A QUESTION OF 
DEMOCRACY  



How we reached the Food approach: 
wich food policy for Torino and his territory? 
Why a “proximity” food policy?

 An “Eating City” of about 890.000 inhabitants  

 In the middle of an agricultural productive land (the 
entire Torino Province’s territory + Piemonte Region)

 Institution of “Città Metropolitana” ( Delrio National 
law n.56/2014): 312 municipalities

 Management of school catering (regulation/public 
procurement/call for tender, direct or indirect 
management of school canteens) are up to the 
Municipalities (official tasks) + regulations of food 
markets + locations’ planning for trade (large-scale 
retail trade and retail)+urban planning/design



Province of Turin: the case

Territory: 6.800 Km²
Mountain:55%
Plain:30%
Hill:15%

315 towns
2.200.000 inhabitants



Farmers’ 
markets

http://www.vincenzoreda.it/wp-
content/uploads/2012/03/L1070166.jpg

- 41 daily neighborhood markets
with producers

- More than 200 farmers involved
everyday



Other 
«alternative 
food 
networks»

 Local food shops

 Fair trade shops

 «Alveari»

 Mixed systems



The TORINO’s public school catering 
service

 8.403.709 meals per year

 5.800 “alternative menus” due to ethical-religious 
reasons

 1.400 special diets due to food deseases



School Catering:

together to Torino the “peri-urban” 
area (38 Municipalities)  deliver more 
then 10 millions of meals per year

Comune Data 
scadenza 
del 
capitolato 

N° pasti nel 
2011 

Costo del 
pasto IVA 
inclusa 

Ditta 
appaltatrice 

Collegno 31/08/2013 500.202 5,83 Sodexo 

Grugliasco 01/07/2019 429.170 7,02 Bioristoro 

Pianezza 31/08/2013 145.670 4,74 Sodexo 

Pinerolo 30/06/2013 334.400* 4,81 Eutourist 

Rivoli 11/09/2015 488370 4,30 Eutourist 

 



Province of Torino: a productive 
agricultural land 

 227.000 hectares of agricultural lands 
(50% of total territorial surface)

 (200 hectares in Torino’s town public 
property with 400 urban gardens)

 3.800 «non professional» gardens 

(4 mil de m2)

 6,5 m2 «non professional» 
gardens» per inhabitant

 14.000 farms

 One of the main provinces in Italy 
for the meat and milk production 

 Piemonte Region the second one in 
Italy for fruits production 





Main items of guidelines 
and tender type

 Menus (flexibility, planning following availability of the products, nutritional 
value, meat cuts, official guidelines)

 Food merchandises tables:

- List of varietes (emendements..!..) (fruits and vegetables, rice..)

- Verification availability in Piedmont  

- Priority to the organic production

- Review of saisonality tables

- New nutritional tables for local Piedmontese cheeses 

- Scientific information about the decay of vitamins and other oligoelements 
in vegetables 

- Shelf life

- Size of fruits

- Meat freezing 

 Adjugment criteria

 Satisfaction (participation to the elaboration of the menus from 
children)

 Wastes

 Certification and check



Porta Palazzo market: the location



Porta Palazzo: an example of Liberty architecture (1900 
years) made in iron “dressed” with farmers’ pictures



The farmers’ photographic campaign..
connecting the “rural actors” with the city..



Foro Boario di Moncalieri (Moncalieri Market):
not only a market but a “house” for producers and “consumactors” 
with cultural activities (cooking and preserve food), food-theatre, 
farmers’ short speeches, “guided shopping”



“The purse and the values”: Market-
exchange Buying Groups-Farmers



2015 year: the project  
“Eco responsible Feeding”(Interreg)

FOOD START LAB : A PUBLIC 
CONSULTATION in 3 participated
meetings (with 120 different public 
and private stakeholders)  towards a 
FOOD LOCAL AGENDA implicating
quarters, Municipality, Metropolitan
City:  

A SORT OF FOOD AGENDA XXII to 
identify the “levers” of food policy 



Local Strategic Food Agenda

1. EDUCATION and Training
School Education, Training and Pedagogic paths.
Adults Training, producers, consumers, public officers, politiciens, ...

2. INFORMATION and KNOWLEDGE
Knowing each others between actors of the same food chain, between different chains, between sectors and 
economic operators. Diffusion of information (nutritionals, provenance, etc) trough labels and brands, 
tracability systems, ...

3. DISTRIBUTION and LOGISTIC PLATFORMS
New distribution models and traditional channels (the large scale retail trade and retail, horeca, markets), 
management partnership  (public, private and public-private), role of whole sale trade, ...

4. PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
Organisation, rules and regulation; costs and benefits of Green Public Procurement, ...

5. SIMPLIFICATION
Unique Book for checking, armonisation of health authorities, ...

6. PREMIUM to QUALITY
Fiscal reduction and reduction in taxation, Public Funds use, ...

7. TERRITORIAL PLANIFICATION 
Defense/valorisation/ rigeneration/Use of agricultural land, rules and tools for using territorial ressources,  
continuum urban-rural, ...

8. NEW FOOD GOVERNANCE
Interistituional Board and food policy council, other kind of public/private partnership, participation processes 



2016 year:
projects of Metropolitan City of Turin

 Planification: Territorial Plan (ex PTCP2): measures to STOP the soil
consumption and participation to the «Green periurban Area» project

 Food governance levers:

- Promotion of Green Purchasing in public internal catering  

- Coordination/counselling of entreprises and retail (food «decalogue» with 21 
restaurants/cafés/shops )

- Coordination/counselling of Municipalities (Markets, 
School Catering, Buying Groups) 

- Revising Call for tenders for «vending machines» and cafeteria of 10 secondary
schools in metropolitan area of Torino

- Counselling for Revising Call for tenders of Hospitals (Minimal Environmental
Criteria application)

- Food education («Le Menu c’est à moi», «Guided buying» in supermarkets)

- Starting up projets’ counselling and promotion  (Festival of food journalisme )

- «Building» of Food Agenda  (Feeding Turin Metropole)

- FOOD COMMISSION

- FOOD ATLAS



From experiences to policies:
critical points

 The “city limits” (excise duty fence” =“cinta daziaria”) as
invisible barrier to the access of goods, knowledge, people
from the “country side”: the need to BUILT the identity of 
the metropolitan City 

 Policies are verticals/sectorials and not Horizontal/transversal: a 
vision is missing: 

a) it does not exist a food policy but only agricultural policies, health
policies, commercial policies, urban design and planification
policies etc

b) planification policies are separate from agriculture/economical
policies

c) it is missing an integrated vision of different european programs and 
tools and his potentials

 We meet lobbies and not the experiences
 The food as essential need of people DO NOT HAVE PRIORITY in 

the public budgets’ decisions and DO NOT HAVE “Weight” in 
governance and governement processes

 Economical/political crisis



Conclusion (1)
Food policies should be the at the “core” of 
the “Policy” and at the crossing of policies

 Food is at the strategical and transversal 
point of contact of many “vertical” policies: 
Urban planning (use and riuse of the soil, 
land rabbing), agricultural policies, health, 
education, transports and logistics (CO2 
and ecological print), economical 
developpement (oenogastronomy, food 
chain, commercial markets, exports), 
environment rules, use of water resources, 
new poverties, management of rabbish..

 then FOOD POLICIES should became the 
strategical point of coordination of those 
policies



Conclusion (2)
“Eating cities” as driving forces of food policies of 
the future

 Cities and metropolitan areas are gradually emerging as
relevant scales and major forces driving the sustainabilty
of agro-food systems and fostering food justice

 Nevertheless the concept of “urban food planning” is still not
adopted by the cities/future metropolis because the food is the 
less considered between the primary needs of human being
(air, water, house, food) as it is considered a question
concerning only agricultural policies, rural areas and rural
operators and farmers.

 But in 2030 about 70% of the people will live in urban
areas/metropolis

 Then the future urban/metropolitan areas will have to 
take the responsability TOGETHER WITH the rural and 
periurban territories to drive the challenge towards a 
new integrated food policy/governance that should be 
sustainable and “accountable”



The front office (counter) for 
new mountain and rural inhabitants:

«Living and Working in mountain areas»

The Covid 19 Pandemic accellerated

1) the organization of living and working
spaces (smart working) and spatial
hierarchies city/mountains

2) Food delivering systems (proximity + 
home delivering)

increasing trend of new inhabitants
in mountain and rural areas around
Torino



«Living and Working in 
mountain areas»

A free service (for instance online) set 
up by Metropolitana City of Torino in 
collaboration with University of Torino 
to help persons willing to live and/or 
work in M areas (having information 
for choosing area house, work, helping
start up..) 

Started in july 2020: about 100 users, 
young people, families..



Metropolitan City of Torino in 
the Eurocities network

As the metropolitan city of Turin, we are active in the 
Eurocities Working Group on metropolitan areas. 

In this context we are contributing to a statement 
that highlights the importance of developing 
stronger urban-rural partnerships to succeed in the 
European Green Deal.

Building on local experiences like the one of Turin we 
strongly recommend that the dynamic of functional 
urban areas and urban-rural partnership 
development is used and reinforced to support the 
localisation of the European Green Deal



The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated enormously 
trends and socio-economic transformations that call 
for stronger cooperation.

Our experience suggests that a long-term 
commitment is necessary to build urban-rural 
cooperation. Strong political will and funding are 
necessary to drive it moving forward. 

As presented for the case of Turin, this is possible and 
it is already happening. Today, we have a unique 
opportunity to work together, urban and rural 
communities, and bring this vision forward. 



“The Earth produce enough for the 
needs of everybody but not enough
for the avidity of everyone”

(Gandhi)


